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ABSTRACT
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act not only
allows the internet to flourish by shielding web platforms from
liability for user-created content but also lets these companies
off the hook for facilitating crime. SESTA-FOSTA, designed by
legislators to target internet sex traffickers, attempts to chip
away at this liability shield in order to maintain some form of
accountability. This Note discusses this law, its motivations, and
its implications for freedom of speech on the internet.

I. INTRODUCTION
In 2018, President Trump signed into law a pair of bills that
promised to dramatically change parts of the internet. The bills, the Stop
Enabling Sex Traffickers Act and the Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act
(“SESTA-FOSTA”), were designed to cut down on illegal sex trafficking
online.1 The resultant law was hailed by some and criticized by others
for the ways it would impact sex trafficking and the online marketplace
for sex workers.
One feature of the new law modified a longstanding rule that
helps safeguard free expression on the modern internet. This rule is
known as the safe harbor provision of the 1996 Communications
Decency Act (“CDA”).2 Congress passed the CDA to deal with the
problems arising from tortious and obscene speech on the internet.3
Although many parts of it were modified or struck down by courts, one
of the most important sections, § 230, remained standing.4 Section 230
grants immunity from liability to internet service providers (“ISPs”) for
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content originating with third parties, stating that “[n]o provider or user
of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or
speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider.”5
The safe harbor provision has helped the internet to flourish as a
space for free speech by allowing ISPs to provide platforms for users to
generate content without subjecting ISPs to civil liability for said
content.6 Because of this provision, when someone posts something
damaging another person’s reputation on a social media platform, the
injured party has no legal recourse (such as a libel suit) against the social
media platform.7 This is an essential safeguard for any company whose
business model revolves around content-creators posting or uploading
media in a public forum. Without § 230, Facebook, for example, could
potentially be exposed to liability every time someone’s enemies post
something nasty about them for the world to see.
SESTA-FOSTA created a significant exception to § 230, by
making web platforms responsible for third parties posting
advertisements for prostitution on their websites.8 This development
opened these publishers to, among other things, criminal liability for
facilitating prostitution and sex trafficking. Even before the law was
enacted, its ripple effects could be observed across the internet.
Platforms began to scramble to shutdown forums and even whole
webpages that might be used to advertise sex work.9 For example,
Craigslist took down its personal ads section out of fear that people
would use it to coordinate prostitution,10 Google began reviewing and
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deleting content from the Drive accounts of some of its users,11 and
Microsoft began policing Skype and its cloud service products to remove
any content that might run afoul of the law.12
The bill was, in large part, meant to address problems the federal
authorities had with websites like Backpage, which had been long used
by sex workers for advertisements.13 Law enforcement had repeatedly
arrested people for using the site to pay for sex and had launched
targeted investigations into particular ads that frequently turned out to be
for child trafficking. In January 2017, an investigation by a Senate
subcommittee found that Backpage was not only aware that ads for child
trafficking were posted to the site but also that the site was actively
editing these ads to erase words that would indicate underage trafficking
to the users.14 The subcommittee even found that Backpage commanded
more than 80 percent of online sex ad revenues.15
The problem of Backpage facilitating sex trafficking had already
long held the interest of prosecutors. In December 2013, 47 state
attorneys general sent a letter to Congress requesting that it revise § 230
to permit prosecutions of internet platforms and their administrators for
prostitution and sex trafficking.16 In 2016, the State of California
brought charges against three Backpage executives for pimping based on
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ads for prostitution on the site.17 In December of that year, the judge
dismissed the suit, noting that § 230 of the CDA protects the website
from liability.18
Around the same time as the Senate investigation, online sex
trafficking was raising eyebrows outside the halls of legislatures and DA
offices. In January 2017, documentary filmmaker Mary Mazzio released
a film in which she interviewed three girls who had been trafficked as
children on Backpage.19 The film specifically targets § 230 of the CDA
as a source of the problem. One review of the movie characterizes the
film as documenting “a quest for a hero: which crusading lawyer or
outraged politician will pierce Backpage’s legal shield?”20 Against this
backdrop of an alarmed public searching for an answer to online sex
trafficking, SESTA-FOSTA emerged.

II. IMPACT OF § 230 BEFORE SESTA-FOSTA
Even before its passage, SESTA-FOSTA attracted scrutiny from
internet free speech advocates. Professor Eric Goldman warned shortly
after the draft version of the bill was passed that it “would expose
Internet entrepreneurs to additional unclear criminal risk, and that would
chill socially beneficial entrepreneurship well outside the bill’s target
zone.”21
FOSTA originated in the House with fairly narrow language
designed to specifically target websites like Backpage (i.e., sites that are
designed to give space to sex workers).22 The language in SESTA, the
Senate version of the bill, was broader, designed to target all websites.
17
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The final bill included provisions requiring that platforms take down
posts that could be “knowingly assisting, facilitating, or supporting sex
trafficking,”23 regardless of whether any signs that children or coercion
are involved.24 It also prohibited using the internet to facilitate or
promote sex work.25 Advocates in the sex work community pointed out
that this provision would prohibit common safety practices for sex
workers, such as providing health information or sharing lists of
dangerous clients.26
Even the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), the agency whose
efforts against Backpage were bedeviled by § 230 for so long, warned
Congress against passing the bill in its final form.27 The DOJ opined that
the language in the bill was “broader than necessary” and would extend
to situations where there is “minimal federal interest.”28 As an example,
the Assistant Attorney General said that the bill would extend liability to
an “individual person using a cell phone to manage local commercial sex
transactions between consenting adults.”29
Even with § 230’s liability shield, state and federal law
enforcement officials still managed to successfully pursue Backpage for
facilitating sex trafficking. In January 2017, months before members of
Congress released their various versions of the bill, Backpage shut down
all of its online prostitution ads despite the immunity the site still enjoyed
under § 230.30 State attorneys general pursued criminal cases against
Backpage and its executives and, in April 2018, the company’s chief
executive pleaded guilty to money laundering in California and human
trafficking in Texas.31 That same month, before SESTA-FOSTA went
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into effect, the FBI, Postal Inspection Service, and IRS jointly raided
Backpage’s offices and seized the site.32
These successful law
enforcement actions suggest that SESTA-FOSTA’s elimination of the §
230 safe harbor for sex trafficking may have been unnecessary.33

III. THE INTERNET, SEX WORK, AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF
SESTA-FOSTA
The advocates of SESTA-FOSTA pointed to the reduced liability
shield as an important new tool in the battle against child trafficking.
Some of its most vocal opponents, however, have been sex workers and
their advocates, who regard the law as counterproductive and actively
harmful to their material wellbeing. Sex worker advocates say that
websites like Backpage and Craigslist are important parts of the sex work
economy.34 One community organizer said that
I know so many people who were able to start working indoors or
leave their exploitative situations because of Backpage and
Craigslist . . . . They were able to screen for clients and keep
themselves safe and save up money to leave the people exploiting
them. And now that those sites are down, people are going back to
pimps. Pimps are texting providers every day saying “the game’s
changed. You need me.”35

Critics of SESTA-FOSTA argue that the law pushes sex workers
out of their own homes, where they are able to exercise more control
over whom they work with, and into the streets. Consequently, these
critics argue, sex workers will no longer be able to effectively screen
predators.36 One study found that working through a safe electronic
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clearinghouse37 helped lower the female homicide rate to the same level
that would be achieved through the hiring of more than 100,000 police
officers.38 In addition to being cheaper than hiring 100,000 police
officers, allowing sex workers to transact business through an electronic
clearinghouse also produced more efficient commerce between sex
workers and their clients.39
Of course, SESTA-FOSTA does not literally push sex workers
off internet platforms. Instead, it incentivizes platforms to forbid sex
workers from using the platform for their work. Intimidated by the threat
of criminal liability, cautious web platforms and ISPs have eliminated
forums that could be used to advertise or facilitate sex work.40 Indeed,
Craigslist shut down its personals section not because the law forced it
to, but because it wanted to avoid risk of criminal liability from operating
a board that could foreseeably be used for sex work.
The bill’s limitation on the § 230 safe harbor does nothing to
distinguish between legal sex work and the illegal trafficking that many
of its proponents aim to eliminate.41 One sex worker in Nevada, in parts
of which prostitution is legal, expressed concern that removal from
internet clearinghouses and forums would deprive her of an important
business tool.42
The net impact of the internet on prosecutors’ ability to pursue
sex traffickers has been unclear, and the available data does not separate
out prosecution efforts that involve the internet and those that do not.
According to a State Department report, the number of identified victims
37
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of sex trafficking increased by more than 40,000 between 2008 and
2015.43 The report noted that, while the U.S. was making progress in
combatting human trafficking and was meeting the minimum standards44
for the elimination of trafficking, prosecutions for human trafficking
increased from 2014 to 2015.45 It is unclear whether this increase in
prosecution actually reflects more effective efforts by prosecutors to
combat these crimes, more human trafficking, or both. Furthermore, not
every state and local jurisdiction chose to participate in the Uniform
Crime Reporting Program (the program the federal government used to
compile these numbers).46 Ambiguities and information gaps make it
difficult to draw conclusions about the impact of the internet on sex
trafficking in the United States or about whether the government has
improved in its effort to combat it over time.
The lack of clarity about trends in sex trafficking and its
prosecution, coupled with SESTA-FOSTA’s indiscriminate targeting of
all sex work internet advertisements, suggests that the elimination of the
§ 230 safe harbor may not be completely informed by all the factual
information available.

IV. ROLE OF CDA § 230 IN THE EXPANSION OF THE INTERNET
Section 230’s immunity shield undergirds the structure of social
media sites, internet forums, and comment sections. If platforms were at
risk of being sued every time a third party posted something on their site
and were intent on avoiding liability, they would have to choose between
devoting significant resources to moderating, policing, and reviewing all
speech on their websites, or simply shutting down their sites or making
them unavailable for posting by third-party users.47
The first option could be expensive. For many platforms,
training and employing moderators and reviewers could effectively price
out all but the largest companies from operating a platform on which
43
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third parties would be free to post.48 Even if a company did take this
route, any failure to effectively police the platform (such as human error
or software mistake failing to catch a libelous comment) could expose it
to millions of dollars in litigation costs. This risk exacerbates another
issue in the technology industry: the problem of big oligopolies’
increasing influence and market dominance.49 Only the companies with
the resources to run up massive legal and compliance costs would be able
to absorb the expensive new infrastructure and flurry of lawsuits that
would certainly ensue. Eliminating the safe harbor could dissuade new
entrants from joining the marketplace. The alternative, equally damning
possible outcome is the sale of smaller platforms to big technology
industry incumbents to avoid major lawsuits that they cannot afford to
fight. These phenomena may explain why the biggest technology
companies ultimately supported SESTA-FOSTA in the months
immediately preceding the law’s passage.50
Another option—shutting down—may be feasible for some sites
whose continued relevance does not hinge on allowing third parties to
post their own content. But for others, eliminating user interactions
would obviate the need for the site to exist. None of the websites that
made their names providing communication or commerce services
(Twitter, Facebook, Craigslist, etc.) would be able to operate in their
current form if they decided not to host most third-party content.51
The CDA continues to allow the internet to flourish as a place
for third-party speech on internationally used platforms. For example,
there have been multiple suits against platforms like Twitter and
Facebook filed in an attempt to hold them liable under the AntiTerrorism Act.52 One such case is Klayman v. Zuckerburg,53 in which a
plaintiff alleged intentional assault and tort liability against Facebook for
48
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hosting a page calling for Muslims to harm Jews in an uprising against
Israel.54 The D.C. Circuit rejected an interpretation that would make
Facebook responsible for the language used, instead interpreting § 230 of
the CDA to shield the company from liability.55 The outcome of this
case demonstrates why § 230 is so attractive for internet platforms: users
can log on to the platform and say anything they want, including
inflammatory or offensive comments, without the platform incurring any
kind of liability.
Freedom of speech is an essential element of the internet that
brings the good with the bad. Hate groups can create websites where
users who otherwise would be geographically dispersed56 (and thus
perhaps less likely to find a community supportive of their beliefs) come
together to share in each other’s hatred and perhaps even push members
toward radicalization.57
As previously mentioned, free speech
protections also preclude prosecutors from holding web platforms
accountable when their administrators take no steps to prevent the sites
from being used to facilitate child trafficking.58 However, as former
Justice Anthony Kennedy noted, it is this freedom of speech that has
allowed the internet to become a modern public square.59 It is a place
where one can both access vast realms of human thought and knowledge
and make one’s voice heard in a way that “resonat[es] farther than it
could from any soapbox.”60
If any more changes are to be made to the § 230 safe harbor,
policymakers should be sure they address the targeted problems without
undermining the features that make the internet such a useful and
essential tool for modern speech.
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V. FURTHER CUTBACKS ON CDA § 230 IN THE JUDICIARY
In recent years, § 230 has come under attack by parties beyond
the coalition of anti-sex trafficking activists and policymakers described
above. Some members of the judiciary are growing increasingly
skeptical of the CDA’s protections. In one such instance, a federal judge
in California narrowly construed § 230 to allow San Francisco to
regulate Airbnb, an online room rental service.61 The city attempted to
levy a license and tax requirement on Airbnb, calling for it to validate its
vendors’ rental licenses upon posting rooms for rent. The judge
considered this to be acceptable, since the city is regulating Airbnb as a
booking service (defined as taking a portion of the reservation fee for
unlicensed services).62 While Airbnb was still free to run its site as a
platform for advertising rental rooms, once it attempted to close a rental,
it was operating a “booking service,” which does not receive all the
broad protections of § 230.63 This case is notable for opening up an
internet service like Airbnb to regulatory efforts by county and municipal
governments and imposing legal responsibility on an internet company to
validate whether third-party posters had received a license. This may be
a one-time instance of a court creating a limiting principle to § 230
immunity or it may represent part of a broader erosion of internet speech
protections.
In a Ninth Circuit case called Doe v. Internet Brands,64 the
platform involved was a site that matches models with jobs. One of its
users claimed that the site was being used by sexual predators, that the
website administrators knew of the risk, and they should have an
obligation to warn the prospective models.65 The court held that making
platforms liable for failure to post warnings was not barred by § 230
because posting a warning “would not require Internet Brands to remove
any user content or otherwise affect how it publishes or monitors such
content. . . . Therefore, an alleged tort based on a duty that would require
such a self-produced warning falls outside of section 230(c)(1).”66 This
court, like the one in Airbnb, narrowly read § 230 to allow a cause of
action against a platform that fails to respond to user conduct. However,
61
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a later 9th Circuit ruling declined to extend Internet Brands, holding that
the court should “look instead to what the duty at issue actually requires:
specifically, whether the duty would necessarily require an internet
company to monitor third-party content.”67 The Internet Brands case is
significant for demonstrating an appellate court’s reluctance to read §
230 as broadly as it might. Like Airbnb, it may represent a court simply
being responsive to the needs of users when the internet is used to
coordinate conduct in the real world or it might presage more aggressive
curtailing of the liability shield by the judiciary.
In a Wisconsin state court case, Daniel v. Armslist, LLC,68 a man
identified a gun seller through an online firearm advertisement service,
purchased guns and ammo from the seller, and then used them in a
shooting.69 Federal and Wisconsin law prohibit the sale of firearms to
certain people, including those with a domestic abuse injunction entered
against them.70 The plaintiff sued under a theory of negligence, alleging
that Armslist’s website, which facilitated the purchase of guns,
“encouraged” transactions in which the purchaser was prohibited from
purchasing such weapons because of a domestic abuse injunction.71 The
intermediate appellate court held that, although the CDA has a
preemption provision (allowing § 230 and its protections to preempt state
like claims, like the tort claim in this case), Wisconsin has a presumption
against such preemption.72 Under this presumption, the court found that
§ 230’s liability shield did not protect Armslist from the negligence
claim.73 The court ultimately rejected Armslist’s argument that the
plaintiff’s injury was caused by third-party content, which normally
would have immunized Armslist from liability under § 230.74 Instead the
court held that the design and operation features of the website75 were at
fault, and thus a negligence claim against the company was allowed to

67
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2019).
68
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when encountering illegal content. Id. at 216.
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proceed.76 The court adopted the theory that the design and operational
features of the website may encourage illegal gun purchases and that
these features are distinct from the content generated by third parties that
falls within the liability shield intended by Congress.77 The Wisconsin
Supreme Court eventually reversed this decision on the ground that the
CDA protected the defendant from being treated as the publisher of
information posted by a third party on its website.78 However, the
intermediate court’s narrow reading of § 230 may be indicative of an
appetite to chip away at the safe harbor provision by judges who are
skeptical of the way platforms use it to skirt liability.79

VI. ATTACKS ON CDA § 230 FROM THE POLITICAL BRANCHES
The judiciary is not the only branch of government offering new
hostility to § 230. While the passage of SESTA-FOSTA reflected
political frustration with § 230 as it pertains to sex trafficking,80
politicians have voiced their dissatisfaction with the safe harbor as it
pertains to other areas, as well. Texas Senator Ted Cruz expressed that
“[t]he predicate for Section 230 immunity under the CDA is that you’re a
neutral public forum.”81 Sen. Cruz later opined that § 230 should be
repealed because he believes technology companies’ censorship practices
reflect a political bias:82 “[t]here’s no reason big tech deserves a special
immunity from liability that nobody else gets if they are going to be
partisan political players and speakers expressing their own views.”83
Several conservative members of Congress have taken up the
crusade of defending internet posters who feel their content is censored.
In 2018, Florida Rep. Matt Gaetz questioned whether technology
76
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platforms can restrict third-party content and still claim the protections of
§ 230: “[w]hen you avail yourself to the protections of Section 230, do
you necessarily surrender your rights to be a publisher or speaker? . . .
The way I read that statute now, it’s pretty binary. It says you have to be
one or the other.”84 Some Republicans have even introduced legislation
that would suspend the protections of § 230 unless the Federal Trade
Commission certifies “that the company does not moderate information
provided by other information content providers in a manner that is
biased against a political party, political candidate, or political
viewpoint.”85
This hostility toward the provision may be rooted in the popular
belief that technology companies are biased against conservative points
of view. One poll revealed that most registered voters (58%) and an
overwhelming majority of Republicans (83%) think that technology
companies are biased against conservatives.86 President Donald Trump
himself has threatened Google, accusing the company of skewing search
results about him to be more negative than they would otherwise be.87
The conclusion asserted by Republicans—that the tradeoff
implicit in § 230 is that platforms will be effectively neutral in exchange
for a shield from liability—is questionable. Enforcing a neutrality
standard would be exceedingly difficult because it would require that
regulators develop some workable definition of what is considered
neutral. Two different administrators could make totally different
decisions about whether media posted to a website is political.
Alternatively, instead of providing any kind of editorial quality control
and risking losing their liability shield, technology companies could
simply allow users to see all content posted to the site. Such a tactic
would entail providing little to no scrutiny of what gets posted beyond,
84
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perhaps, credible threats to someone’s safety. However, exercising no
editorial control of the content posted to a platform would overlook the
vast amount of disinformation and conspiracy-mongering characteristic
of social media platforms.88 If disinformation or threats to someone’s
safety are overrepresented within posts by members of a particular
political faction, even an even-handed regulator would be perceived as
being biased against that group. When do angry, misinformed (or flatly
incorrect) political diatribes posted by users stop being acceptable to
leave up and start being the kind of thing a responsible, neutral arbiter
would take down?
Democrats have also expressed skepticism about whether web
publishers are wisely using the protection afforded to them by § 230.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi recently said that the law “is a gift” to
technology platforms, and that she does not think that they “are treating
it with the respect that they should.”89 Although she did not provide
specific context for what prompted this comment, presumably it is
motivated by concerns about the political content published on social
media platforms.90 Until she provides a more detailed explanation of her
objections to the CDA, however, it is premature to offer any analysis.
Although some of the comments from legislators seem to
misunderstand the significance and meaning of § 230, this method of
revising the law is superior to having judges chip away at it in court
cases. Elected legislators helming revisions would ensure that the
changes have the stamp of democratic legitimacy, and legislatures are
better suited to deeply considering the impacts of revisions on different
interest groups. Congress can ensure that any changes reflect a unitary
vision of what the policy should be, whereas judges are limited to ruling
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on cases that come before them which can lead to a difficult network of
carve outs and exceptions.

VII. CONCLUSION
Beset upon by enemies at all sides, could it be the end for § 230,
the technology industry’s all-important shield? The movement of the
legislature and judiciary against the safe harbor provision suggests that
its days may be numbered. However, they would be ill-advised to
abandon the doctrine without closely examining the implications on the
way people use the internet.
As the mess created by SESTA-FOSTA shows, haphazardly
repealing parts of the CDA could yield harmful implications for groups
whose interests are not considered during legislative deliberations (e.g.,
consensual sex workers, people seeking their services, people looking to
use the dating sites taken down in the wake of the law). However, given
the difficulties in prosecuting Backpage for its complicity in sex
trafficking, the liability shield can also be attractive to technology
companies looking to abuse it.
Future revisions to the liability shield should come from the
legislature, not the judiciary, since doing so provides the stamp of
democratic legitimacy. Allowing federal judges to create carve-outs to
the safe harbor on whim presents the risk of creating a legal morass—an
tangled set of exceptions to a general rule that once allowed the internet
to thrive.
Still, Congress should be wary of the implications wholesale
repeal would have on the free flow of ideas on the internet. Doing so
would further concentrate the internet into the hands of a small group of
giant technology oligopolies that already dominate much of public life.
It would also discourage the development of start-ups and other
entrepreneurial ventures, who would have neither the benefit of § 230
nor the massive legal and compliance departments necessary to avoid
liability in a post-§ 230 world.
The internet’s role as a modern public square has allowed a sea
of services and communities to exist in a way that would have been
unimaginable a generation ago. We should think carefully before
modifying the legal framework that allowed it to thrive.

